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We characterise the setof monomial ideals that can occur as the initial ideals of a given 
homogeneous ideal Q in a polynomial ring, as one varies the monomial order used within a fixed 
coordinate system. This set is canonically bijective to the set of vertices of the state polytope of Q, 
a convex polytope arising i  the geometric invariant theory of theHilbert point of Q. 
1. Introduction 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero, let V be an n-dimensional k-vector space and let 
S:=Sym(V) .  If X1 , . . . ,X ,  are a set of coordinates on V we identify S with the 
polynomial ring k[Xt . . . . .  X,,] and if I = (it . . . .  , i,) is a multi-index, we write as usual X r 
to denote the monomial 
We will denote by > the choice of a total ordering on the monomials of each degree in S; 
this is the homogeneous version of what in the affine case is often called a term-ordering. 
I f f  is a homogeneous element of S we denote by in>(f) the >-greatest monomial whose 
coefficient in f is non-zero and if Q is a homogeneous ideal of S we denote by in> (Q) the 
span in S of the set {in>(f) [f~ Q}. The ordering > is called multiplicative if for every pair 
(I, I') such that XX> X r and for every J we have XX+s>Xr+S. These notions were 
introduced by Macaulay (1927) who also proved the fundamental result 
THEOREM 1.1. I f  > is a multiplicative total order and Q is a homogeneous ideal in S, then 
in>(Q) is an ideal of S. [] 
REMARK. Macaulay used a particular multiplicative order in his paper, but his proof is 
equally applicable to any other. 
Macaulay's theorem justifies calling in>(Q) the >-initial ideal of Q. The importance of 
these monomial ideals was brought into new relief in 1964 with the pioneering work of 
Buchberger (1965, 1976) on standard bases (also known as Gr6bner bases). His algorithm 
for computing standard bases through the use of such initial ideals has since served as the 
foundation for a host of other algorithms in commutative algebra and algebraic geometry 
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and has spurred considerable work on these ideals. (The authors, in collaboration with 
Michael Stillman, are preparing a brief survey of this work, entitled "The standard basis 
algorithm and computations in algebraic geometry.") 
Our purpose in this series of articles is to study the connection between the standard 
basis theory a given Q and the geometric invariant heory of the Hilbert point H(Q) of Q. 
The main result of this first note--theorem 3.1--is a characterisation f the collection of 
all monomial ideals which occur as in>(Q) for a given homogeneous ideal Q in terms of 
what we call the state polytope of Q and denote ~(Q). This state polytope is a 
combinatorial invariant of the Hilbert point of Q and will be defined in section 2. 
THEOREM 3. t. There is a canonical bijection between the set of ideals in>(Q) which arise as 
> varies over all multiplicative total orders on S and the set of vertices of the state polytope 
~(Q) ofH(Q). 9 
After developing necessary background material about Hilbert points and their state 
polytopes in section 2, we give, in section 3, the precise statement of our characterisation 
(theorem 3.1) and its proof. We also connect these ideas with the work of Mora & 
Robbiano (1988) on Gr6bner fans showing that the two approaches are essentially dual to 
each other (cf. remark 3.7). 
That the computational complexity of finding the standard basis of an ideal Q may be 
very sensitive to the multiplieative total order used has been widely observed (Bayer & 
Stillman, 1987a, b; Lazard, 1983; Giusti, 1984). The desire to better understand this 
dependence was what led us to theorem 3.1. Implicit in theorem 3.1, however, is the 
choice of a coordinate system on V and both computational nd theoretical experience 
suggest hat the dependence of the performance of standard basis algorithms on this 
choice may be equally important (Bayer & Stillman, 1987a, b). We conjecture, but have 
so far been unable to prove, that there are also connections with geometric invariant 
theory in this direction. In section 4, we outline these conjectures and illustrate them with 
a computational example. The deeper study of these conjectures from both computational 
and theoretical perspectives will be the subject of the next paper in this series. 
The work which is described in sections 2 and 3 dates from 1981-82. At the time we put 
it aside, briefly--or so we thought--planning to go on to further investigate the ideas 
discussed in section 4 before writing up the result. The already lengthy postponement of 
these plans might well have become permanent had a new impetus not been provided to 
follow them up by our invitation to discuss this work at the conference "Meeting on 
Computer and Commutative Algebra", Genova, 20-23 May 1986. It is therefore doubly a 
pleasure to thank the organisers, D. Arezzo, T. Mora, G. Niesi and L. Robbiano, not 
only for the invitation itself but for redirecting our attention towards the ideas outlined 
here. 
2. Hilbert Points and State Polytopes 
In this section we recall some facts about Hilbert points and the geometric invariant 
theory associated to them. All the notions we will need are standard in algebraic geometry 
but many may be unfamiliar to those whose interest in standard bases comes from 
computer science. In order to make this paper more accessible to this audience, therefore, 
we have treated in some detail the principal ideas connected with theorem 3.1. None of 
the objects we consider here change if we replace the ground field k by its algebraic 
closure so we will henceforth assume that k is algebraically closed. 
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Fix as before a homogeneous ideal Q in S : = k[X1 . . . . .  X,] and let P(m) = PQ(m) be the 
Hilbert polynomial of Q and 7z(m) that of S. Standard techniques--(ef. Bayer, 1982) -  
guarantee the existence of a degree m such that for any ideal Q' with Po' = P 
(a) the saturation of Q' is determined by its degree m part Q~; 
9 ' 9 (2 .1 )  (b) e(m) = dlmk(Qm ),
(C) for all multiplicative total orders >, in>(Q') is generated by 
{in>(f) Ife Q', deg(J) ~> m}. 
We fix such an m once and for all. 
The ideal Q determines via its degree m part Qm a point H(Q) in Gr(P(m), S,,,), the 
Grassmanian of P(m)-dimensional subspaces of S,,. Conversely, in view of (2.1)(a), H(Q) 
or equivalently Q,, determine the saturation of Q. We call H(Q) the (ruth) Hilbert point of 
the ideal Q, The set of Hilbert points of all ideals Q' of S with Hilbert polynomial P form 
a closed subscheme H :-- Hp of the Grassmanian called the Pth-Hilbert scheme. 
The Hilbert point has a matrix form which is convenient for computational purposes. 
First, choose an (ordered) basis B = { Yj [j = 1 . . . . .  P(m)} of Q,, and a total order > on 
the monomials of degree m. Then let A = Ae, B. > be the P(m) x re(m) matrix whose (j, I)th- 
entry is the coefficient of the monomial X~ in the basis element Yj. We call A a >-Hilbert 
matrix for Q. If A is a >-Hilbert matrix for Q and A' is obtained from A by elementary 
row operations then A' is also a >-Hilbert matrix for Q. More precisely, suppose A is the 
matrix associated to a choice of basis B and A' = CA for some invertible matrix C. Then 
there is a unique basis B' for which C is the change of coordinate matrix from 
B-coordinates into B'-coordinates and A' is the Hilbert matrix associated to B'. By 
Gaussian elimination, therefore, we may always choose A to be in row-echelon form. 
The scheme H has a natural projective model in the space P(T) where T:--AP('~ 
In fact, P(T) even comes equipped with a natural set of homogeneous coordinates--the 
P1/icker coordinates--whose d finition we now recall. From our choice of a system of 
coordinates {X~li= 1 . . . . .  n} on the k-vector space V we obtain in the usual way 
monomial coordinates {XtI1 a multi-index s.t. III= m} on Sin. The Plficker coordinates 
X~, on T are indexed by sets ~r consisting of P(m) of the multi-indices I and X.~(Q) is 
computed as follows. For each set J ,  Xj(Q) is then the principal P(m) x P(m) minor of A 
corresponding to the choice of the P(m)-columns I in ,~', Individually, each X~(Q) depends 
on the choice of the basis B giving A. If B' is another basis and C is the change of basis 
matrix from B to B' coordinates then A' = CA. Hence, all the minors X~(Q) change by the 
same non-zero factor det(C). This means that as a set of homogeneous coordinates in 
P(T) the collection {x~(Q)} is well defined. Of greater importance in the sequel is the 
observation that for each individual Plficker coordinate the statements X /Q)=0 or 
X,(Q) r 0 make intrinsic sense. 
We will also need to use a coarser decomposition of the space T which brings in the 
connection with geometric invariant heory. Via the choice of the basis {Xi} of V, the 
group G:=GL(n,k) acts linearly on V. This action naturally induces linear 
representations of G on Sm= Symm(V) and on T, and this last descends to an action on 
P(T) which clearly leaves invariant he Grassmanian and the Hilbert scheme H. It is the 
G-orbit of the Hilbert point H(Q) which we will be concerned with in the sequel. For now 
we wish to focus on the action of the subgroup D of G consisting of the diagonal matrices. 
The group D is abelian so the representation f D on T induces a decomposition of T as 
the direct sum of subspaces T x where X runs over the characters of T in k*. The characters of 
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D are indexed by n-tuples R = (rt . . . .  , r.) of integers and the character XR corresponding to
R is given by the formula 0) 
)~R " . .  = d~' 
dn i= 1 
A vector t ~ T lies in the subspace Tx if and only if for all matrices A ~ D, A. t is obtained 
by scalar multiplying t by z(A). Corresponding to this direct sum decomposition of T, we 
get a decomposition of each Hilbert point 
H(Q) = ~ Hz(Q) 
Z 
into components Hz(Q) e T x well defined up to simultaneous rescaling. Note that the basis 
of T dual to the Plficker coordinates i compatible with this eigenspace decomposition. 
Indeed, let Z = XR. Then the element dual to X,, lies in T x if and only if for each k between 
i and n, 
Y, ik(1) = r,. (2.2) 
It will be convenient to view each character X= :(R as a vector in R" with coordinates 
(r~ . . . .  , r,,). We then define the state polytope N(Q) of Q to be the (closed) convex hull in 
R" of the set of vectors {zlH~(Q) r 0}, The motivation for this terminology is that in 
representation theory the set St(Q) = {zlHz(Q) ~ 0} whose hull gives ~a(Q) is called the state 
of H(Q). It is this polytope which links the geometric invariant heory of the Hilbert point of 
Q to the standard basis theory of Q. 
3. The Main Theorem 
Let us define in(Q) to be the set of all ideals in(Q) which arise as > ranges over all 
multiplicative total orders on the monomials in S. This section is devoted to the proof of 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a canonical bijection between in>(Q) and the set of vertices of the 
state polytope ~(Q). 
Before we embark on the proof we need one more notion from geometric invariant 
theory. A group homomorphism 2 : k* ~ D (or G) is called a one-parameter subgroup of D 
(or G). The one-parameter subgroups of D all have the form 
(7 0) ~(t )  = . . .  , 
twn 
where wl . . . . .  w, are integers called the weights of A on X 1 . . . .  , X.. In an obvious way, 
we can also assign weights to each of the monomial coordinates--if I = (il . . . . .  i.). then 
w 1 = wl il + 9 9 + w, i . - -and to each of the Plficker coordinates: 
W g ~ ~ W I .  
l e,.r 
We obtain in this way a non-strict order >--x on the monomials in S: 
[ >x l ' .e~Wz > W r .  
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Since the weights wi are integers there will always be ties in large degrees. However, for all 2 
not on a finite collection of hyperplanes, the partial order > a will give a total order on the 
monomials of degree at most m. We will call such one-parameter subgroups m-generic. 
Conversely, 
PROPOSmOY 3.2. (Bayer, 1982) For any given m, and any multiplicative total order >, there 
is an m-generic one parameter subgroup 2c such that the orders > and, >~ agree on 
monomials of degree at most m. [] 
REMARK. The definition of ___~ makes sense starting from any real weights w~, and 
Robbiano (1986) has shown that using a sequence of such weight vectors, it is possible to 
obtain any multiplicative total order in all degrees. We prefer to work in the fixed large 
degree m as we wish to emphasise later the action of the one-parameter subgroup 2 which 
exists only when the weights are integral. 
The connection between one-parameter subgroups and the ideas of section 2 is 
provided by the following easy but crucial 
LEMMA 3.3. Fix an ideal Q and an m-generic one-parameter subgroup 2. Then there is a 
unique Plffcker coordinate J = J~(Q) satisfying 
I. x j (Q)  ~ o. 
2. For any other J '  such that Xj,(Q) -~ O, w q, < w~. 
REMARK. We at first found this surprising: m-genericity means that the w I are distinct, but 
the w~'s are sums of P(m) of these; the point is that condition 1 imposes very strong 
restrictions on .A As the subsequent corollaries how, this lemma is essentially equivalent 
to the existence and uniqueness theorems for standard bases. Now to the easy 
PROOF. It will be convenient to order the P(m) monomials in each Pliicker set ~ using >_~ 
and to let I s denote the jth largest. We may test condition 1 on any > a-Hillert matrix A 
of Q. Choose one in row echelon form and let ,r be the set of monomials I such that for 
some j the first non-zero entry in the jth row of A occurs in the lth column. Since A is in 
echelon form, J has order P(m) and X.~(Q)50. Suppose J '  is any other set of 
P(m)-monomials with the property: 
Then, again since A is in row echelon form Xs,(Q) = 0. On the other hand, if (.j) fails for 
every j < P(m), then either v0,, < w~ or J '  = J .  Hence, J also satisfies condition 2. 
It will be convenient to have at hand two other characterisations of the coordinate ~r of 
the lemma which are easy corollaries of its proof. The first is algebraic. Let A be a Hilbert 
matrix for Q and B = {Y1 . . . . .  Ye~,,)} be the corresponding basis of Q,,. For each j, 
in>(Yj) = Xt if and only if the first non-zero entry in the jth row of A occurs in the Ith 
column. If A is in echelon form, then these I's are distinct and therefore 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  A is a Hilbert matrix in echelon )brm and B is the corresponding basis, 
then 
(i) B is a >-standard basis of Qm. 
(ii) The monomials in dr(Q) span in~(Q,,). [] 
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The second characterisation is more geometric and clarifies the role of the one- 
parameter subgroup 2. Let us denote by H* the limit 
lim 2(0' H(Q) 
t~0 
taken in P(T). Since the Hilbert scheme H is projective, the point H* lies in H and hence 
corresponds to some ideal Q* in S with Hilbert polynomial P. The lemma says that Xj,2~ 
is the unique Pl/_icker coordinate which does not vanish at H* and so determines H* as a 
point of P(T). But the monomial ideal spanned by the set {X~II~J} has these P1/icker 
coordinates. Therefore, 
COROLLARY 3.5. Q* = in>(Q). 
In other words, we may view the ,~-orbit of H(Q) in H as a path from H(Q) to the 
Hilbert point H* of the >-initial ideal Q* of Q. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 3.1. A character • = ZR in the state St(Q) of Q is a vertex of the state 
polytope ~(Q) if and only if there is an oriented affine hyperplane L in R" with equation 
~. wkr, = b (3.6) 
k=l  
such that Z lies on L but such that every other character in St(Q) lies in the negative half- 
space determined by L. We take the negative half-space here in order to avoid minus signs 
in later formulas. We say that L is a supporting hyperplane for X. We will use this 
observation and the lemma to describe maps in each direction between the set of 
monomial ideals arising as initial forms of Q and the set of vertices of ~(Q), leaving to the 
reader the easy verification that these are inverse bijections. 
Given a multiplicative total order >, let Q* = in>(Q) and let H* be the Hilbert point of 
Q*. Choose a one-parameter subgroup 2 with weights wt . . . . .  w,, such that > and >z 
agree on monomials of degree m and let ~r be the Plficker coordinate of the lemma. Use 
(3.6) to define L taking b = w t ,  and let Z = XR be the character whose eigenspace Tx 
contains the basis element dual to ~. Condition 1 of the lemma says that Hz(Q) ~ 0, hence 
that )~ ~ St(Q). Equation (2.2) implies that )~ lies on L. Condition 2 of the lemma combined 
with equation (2.2) says that if :t' is any other character whose eigenspace contains the 
dual to a Pliicker coordinate non-zero at H(Q)--i.e. if X' is any other element of St(Q)--7- 
then Z' lies on the negative side of L. Therefore, )~ is a vertex of ~(Q). We send Q* to X. 
Conversely, let )~ be a vertex of N(Q) and L be a supporting hyperplane for X. By 
perturbing L slightly we can assume that the equation of L has rational coefficients and 
then by a rescaling that these coefficients are integral. The coefficients w k therefore 
determine a one-parameter subgroup ,~ of D and, by perturbing L again if necessary, we 
can assume that 2~ is m-generic. Let > denote the corresponding order, let H* be the limit 
of H(Q) under ,t and let Q* be the corresponding monomial ideal. Corollary 3.5 says that 
Q*= in>(Q), and we send )~ to Q*. 9 
REMARK 3.7. After this work was completed, we learned that Mora & Robbiano (1988) 
had obtained independently a result which is essentially the dual of theorem 3.1. They 
associate to each initial form of the ideal Q not the vertex X of ~(Q) but the cone in R" 
spanned by the coefficient vectors (wl . . . . .  %) of all the supporting hyperplanes L of Z. 
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4. Stability and Complexity 
In this section, we would like to introduce a conjectural connection between the ideas 
from geometric invariant heory introduced above and the theory of standard bases and 
to illustrate it with one example. A full discussion of these ideas will form the topic of 
Part II. 
The question which first led us to theorem 3.1 was: for what choice(s) of order > will 
be computation of the standard basis of a given ideal Q have small time and space 
requirements? This topic is taken up by Bayer & Stillman (1987a, b) and we wish to 
examine here the question of opfimising in a different direction. Implicit in (3.1) is the 
choice of a coordinate system on the underlying vector space V of the polynomial algebra 
S. Both experience with various examples using the Macaulay computer algebra system, 
and theory (Bayer & Stillman, 1987a, b) show that for some Q this choice has a very 
important effect on the complexity (both in time and space) of computing a standard 
basis and that for others this effect is much less. We ask: 
(1) For which ideals Q does the choice of a coordinate system critically effect the 
complexity of computing standard bases of Q? 
(2) For Q of this type, how can optimal sets of coordinates be chosen? 
To state our conjectured answer we will need a few more standard facts from geometric 
invariant heory. The ideal Q is called semistable if the origin does not lie in the closure of 
the Gl(n, k)-orbit of (any) lifting of H(Q.) from P(T) to T, and is called unstable if the 
origin does lie in this closure. (For more details on these definitions and the material 
which follows, see Mumford, 1977.) Empirically, "nice" varieties tend to be semistable, 
"nasty" ones to be unstable. For example, the ideals of most (but not all--see Morrison, 
i980) smooth curves and surfaces are semistable while conversely the ideals of most 
varieties with singularities of high multiplicity or with embedded nilpotents are unstable. 
Two theorems relate the state polytope of Q to and its semistability or instability. 
THEOREM 4.1 (HILBERT--MUMFORD NUMERICAL CRITERION). (Mumford & Fogarty, 1980). 
The following conditions on an ideal Q in S are equivalent. 
(i) Q is semistable. 
(ii) For any choice of coordinates on V and any one parameter subgroup 2 of the 
corresponding group D of diagonal matrices, there are Pliicker coordinates J and J 
which are non-zero at H(Q) and for which w~, <_ 0 < w t. 
(iii) For any choice of coordinates on V the state polytope ~(Q) contains the origin 
in R". 9 
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is clear; the point of the theorem is the connection 
between these and condition (i). The second result is due to Kempf. Reformulated in the 
language of the preceding sections it is, 
THEOREM 4.2. (Kempf, 1978). I f  the ideal Q is unstable, there is a fihration o~ of 
oj: {0}= v 
with the property that the distance from the state polytope ~(Q) associated to a choice of 
coordinates to the origin in R" is maximal if and only if this choice of coordinates is 
compatible with ~ 9 
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We would like to suggest hat the computational complexity of standard basis 
calculations for an ideal Q is roughly independent of the choice of coordinate system 
when Q is semistable, but that it is sensitive to this choice when Q is unstable. Moreover, 
in the latter case the eomputationally optimal coordinate systems will be those compatible 
with the Kempf iltration. Our evidence, still fairly weak, for these conjectures comes from 
examples we have computed by hand and using the Macaulay computer algebra system. 
If the nature of the connection between the two theories is still not completely clear, we 
are nonetheless convinced of its existence and feel that better understanding it will add to 
our insight into both. We shall postpone a detailed discussion of these conjectures to 
Part II, contenting ourselves here with whetting the reader's appetite with an example. 
The equation y2z -x3-xz2  = 0 defines an elliptic curve in p2. Embed this curve into p3 
via the linear system a = z 2, b = xy, c =y2, d =yz .  The image is a degree 6 elliptic 
curve C, with equations 
ab - c 2, abd-  b2e - d 3, 
which has a triple point at (1, 0,0, 0): ( -1 ,0 ,  1), (0, O, 1), and (1, O, 1) all map to 
(1, O, O, O) via this linear system. C is unstable, and the filtration 
{o}--- Cro  = {a =o) cr = v 
is the filtration associated with C by theorem 4.2. 
We computed standard bases for C with respect to the optimal elimination order which 
eliminates the variable a (see Bayer & Stillman, 1987b) after several inear changes of 
coordinates on p3. First, when a completely generic hange of coordinates i used, the 
standard basis has a single element in degrees 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and in these generators a total 
of 104 monomials occur with non-zero coefficients. If we instead make a generic hange of 
coordinates on the three variables a, b, c, a similar standard basis is obtained: the standard 
basis has a single element in degrees 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 and a total of 90 monomials occur. 
However, if we make a generic change of coordinates on the three variables b, c, d, the 
standard basis has a single element in degrees 2, 3, and 4 and only 35 monomials are needed. 
This last change of coordinates is the most general change of coordinates which respects the 
filtration ~'. 
In this example, the generators of C are originally given in a sparse form which yields 
more efficient computations than any of the above computations. What the above 
computations and other examples show is that geometric nvariant theory may be used to 
find a coordinate system in which a standard basis computation is relatively sparse. Had 
we started with a generic set of equations completely lacking in sparseness, the 
component of the sparseness represented by the filtration ~- could have been isolated 
purely by considerations of instability. Moreover, the flag ~- also suggested a 
computationally efficient order with which to calculate, that which preferentially 
eliminates the variable a. Hence, geometric nvariant theory might permit us to obtain, in 
a "mechanical" way, the savings illustrated above. We plan to explore these ideas in 
greater depth in a subsequent paper. 
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